Distribution and Abundance of California (Zalophus californianus) and Steller (Eumetopias jubatus) Sea Lions in the Inshore Waters of Washington, 2013-2016
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Figure S1. Estimated smooth effects for the seasonal component of models that include season as a predictor. Solid lines represent predictions (at 1200 h, noon), and ribbons represent ± 2 standard errors (SEs).
Figure S2. Probability of animals being hauled out using a generalized additive model (GAM) with random intercepts (individual sea lions) and a penalized spline on hour of day. Results are shown across four models with varying epsilon (0s and 1s in the data are adjusted by adding or subtracting this small number prior to performing the beta regression). Solid lines represent mean predictions and ribbons represent ± 2 SEs.
Figure S3. Probability of animals diving using a GAM with random intercepts (individual sea lions) and a penalized spline on hour of day. Results are shown across four models with varying epsilon (0s and 1s in the data are adjusted by adding or subtracting this small number prior to performing the beta regression). Solid lines represent mean predictions and ribbons represent ± 2 SEs.